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Bonding in Liquid Carbon Studied by Time-Resolved X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy
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Even the most basic properties of liquid carbon have long been debated due to the challenge of studying
the material at the required high temperature and pressure. Liquid carbon is volatile and thus inherently
transient in an unconstrained environment. In this paper we use a new technique of picosecond time-
resolved x-ray absorption spectroscopy to study the bonding of liquid carbon at densities near that of the
solid. As the density of the liquid increases, we see a change from predominantly sp-bonded atomic sites
to a mixture of sp, sp2, and sp3 sites and compare these observations with molecular dynamics
simulations.
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Although considerable attention has been focused on
solid forms of carbon, the properties of liquid carbon are
much more difficult to measure accurately. Liquid carbon
may exist as a thermodynamically stable phase near the
cores of Uranus and Neptune, contributing to the magnetic
moment of these planets [1]. Much of the difficulty en-
countered in experimental studies is related to the high
temperatures (above 5000 K) required, conditions that
are difficult to maintain under laboratory conditions.
Consequently, experiments have relied on pulsed heating
and measurement of a transient liquid phase. These have
produced a significant spread in reported properties. For
example, although the most recent and reliable measure-
ments show liquid carbon is metallic [2], reported conduc-
tivity values vary by more than an order of magnitude. This
variation may be due to a strong dependence of the liquid
properties on the temperature and density [3], but so far no
one experiment has made such a relationship clear.

In addition to experiments, Wu et al. [4] used first-
principles molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to ex-
plore the properties of the liquid as function of tem-
perature and density. The results suggest that the local
bonding structure of the liquid varies continuously as
the density increases. At a density of 1:27 g=cm3, the
liquid is a mixture of twofold and threefold coordinated
atoms. The liquid passes through a region of primarily
threefold coordination at intermediate densities, and at
3:02 g=cm3 the simulations show that fourfold coordina-
tion in the melt becomes significant as the average coor-
dination number reaches 3.4. These results are consistent
with computationally simpler tight-binding simulations at
7000 K [5]. This strong dependence of the local structure
on density is an intriguing result that encourages experi-
mental investigation.

To study the bonding properties of liquid carbon at near-
solid densities, we employed the femtosecond laser pump,
05=94(5)=057407(4)$23.00 05740
x-ray probe technique described in [6]. Initially, the
samples under study are 500 Å thick foils of amorphous
carbon. An intense 150 fs, 800 nm laser pulse heats the
sample, causing it to melt. To probe the state of the result-
ing liquid in the short time before it vaporizes or breaks up,
a 70 ps long, spectrally broad x-ray pulse from a synchro-
tron bend magnet passes through the liquid. A dispersive
grating spectrograph then measures the absorption spec-
trum near the carbon K edge with a resolution of approxi-
mately 3.5 eV. Higher-order grating reflections are sup-
pressed by inserting a pair of parallel, grazing incidence
chromium-coated mirrors into the x-ray path before the
sample. The mirrors, each at an incidence angle of 4.5�,
absorb photon energies above 500 eV. By varying the rela-
tive timing of the x-ray and laser pulses, we probe the
(nearly instantaneous) melting process and the subsequent
expansion dynamics of the liquid with 70 ps resolution.

These expansion dynamics pose a challenge to the ex-
periment. Studies using optical interferometry have esti-
mated the surface expansion velocity from femtosecond
ablation to be as high as 1000 m=s [7]. This would seem
to imply that a time resolution of approximately 5 ps or
better is required to probe the liquid carbon at near its ini-
tial density, and indeed one approach pursued in this report
is to use an ultrafast x-ray streak camera to measure the
x-ray transmission with this level of temporal resolution.
Another approach that avoids the experimental complexity
of the streak camera is to delay the expansion dynamics of
the foil by coating each side with thick layers of LiF, a
method of sample preparation called ‘‘tamping.’’ The large
14 eV optical band gap of LiF makes this material essen-
tially transparent to the laser even at high fluences, and the
mechanical stiffness of the tamping layers prevents the foil
from expanding on a time scale � � 2d=v � 100 ps,
where d � 3500 �A is the tamping layer thickness and v
is the speed of sound in LiF (approximately 7000 m=s).
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This expansion delay allows us to observe the liquid at a
density very near that of the initial solid.

We performed pump-probe measurements on three
distinct types of solid target foils: (a) 500 Å thick ‘‘un-
tamped’’ (i.e., uncoated) films of amorphous carbon
(a-C) with a density of 2:0 g=cm3 prepared by evapora-
tion from an arc source, (b) 500 Å thick tamped films
of electron beam evaporated a-C (also 2:0 g=cm3), and
(c) 500 Å thick tamped films of diamondlike carbon
(DLC) with a density of 2:6 g=cm3 prepared by the filtered
cathodic arc technique described in [8] without an electri-
cal bias on the substrate. Figure 1 shows the unheated, solid
spectrum for the a-C and DLC foils, and Fig. 2 shows the
corresponding liquid spectra 100 ps after heating. For the
tamped foils, the smooth LiF background absorption has
been subtracted out. The unheated tamped a-C foil spec-
trum is not shown because it is not significantly different
from that of the unheated, untamped a-C foil. The liquid
spectra all show large differences from those of the solids,
particularly at the preedge resonance near 285 eV.

To ensure that the probed region of each foil was com-
pletely melted by the laser, we measured the dependence of
the observed spectral changes on the incident laser fluence.
In each case, the magnitude of the observed changes
reaches a saturation level, where excitation by higher
fluences does not further alter the spectra. For the un-
tamped foil, this saturation fluence is 0:7 J=cm2; for the
tamped a-C and DLC foils, the saturation fluences are both
about 2 J=cm2. This behavior in the untamped foil is con-
sistent with earlier fluence-dependence measurements of
the size of the ablation craters left behind by femtosecond
laser melting of bulk graphite, where the size of the craters
increases only very slowly as the average fluence increases
beyond 0:7 J=cm2 [9]. Optical self-absorption measure-
ments using an integrating sphere show that all the foils
absorb a similar fraction of the laser energy: for the un-
tamped a-C and tamped DLC foils about 40% is absorbed
at these fluences, and for the tamped a-C we estimate 60%
absorption (due to a reduced reflectivity). The spectra
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FIG. 1 (color online). K-edge absorption spectra of unheated
carbon foils: (a) a-C and (b) DLC (tamped, but after subtracting
out LiF background). The solid circles are the data. The smooth
curves on the plots show the fit results discussed in the text. Solid
black: 
�; dashed: ��

x; dash-dotted: ��
c; dotted: continuum step;

broad gray: sum of fit components.
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depicted in Fig. 2 were all taken at excitation fluences
above the saturation levels.

The spectrum of the untamped liquid does not change
measurably with time until approximately 100 ns after
heating. At this time the overall absorption decreases due
to hydrodynamic transport of the liquid out of the x-ray
probe volume, similar to what was observed for silicon
foils [6]. The tamped foil data at 100 ps is not significantly
different from data at delays of up to 300 ps, suggesting
that the tamping layers successfully confine the liquid to
nearly its initial volume on these time scales. At longer
times (ca. 100 ns) the tamped foils also showed an overall
drop in absorption similar to that observed in the untamped
foils. Because of time constraints, no spectra were taken of
the tamped foils at intermediate time scales.

As a further check of the tamping technique, we mea-
sured spectra of untamped a-C foils using an ultrafast x-ray
streak camera to obtain 5 ps resolution of the melting
process. Figure 3 shows the K-edge spectrum integrated
in time from 5–10 ps after melting, comparing it to the
tamped a-C foil spectrum at 100 ps after heating. The
spectra are strikingly similar, allowing for the slightly
more coarse spectral resolution obtained with the streak
camera. This confirms that the density of the tamped
samples is preserved during the observation time.

The near-edge structure of the carbon K edge has a body
of well established literature that assigns various features
to 
� and �� antibonding states. Specifically, the preedge
absorption near 285 eV is due to low-energy bound 
�

states [10,11]. The strong increase in absorption at this
energy upon melting indicates an increase in the amount of
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FIG. 2 (color online). K-edge absorption spectra of carbon
foils 100 ps after heating: (a) low-density l-C (untamped a-C,
incident fluence 2:4 J=cm2), (b) 2:0 g=cm3 l-C (tamped a-C,
incident fluence 2:1 J=cm2), and (c) 2:6 g=cm3 l-C (tamped
DLC, incident fluence 2:1 J=cm2). The solid circles are the
data points. For the tamped foils, the LiF background absorption
has been subtracted out. The smooth curves show the fit results
as in Fig. 1.
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TABLE I. Summary of important results of fitting the absorp-
tion spectra. The second column lists the number of

� states=atom estimated from the area of the 
� peak, normal-
ized to the 
� contribution to C60 as described in the text. The
third column lists the 
� states=atom derived from the simula-
tion results in Fig. 2 of [5]. The quoted uncertainties in these
values are based on the estimated uncertainty in the density of
the target carbon (�5%) and on the small fraction of atomic sites
in the simulation with onefold and fivefold coordination. The
rightmost column gives the energy of the maximum absorption
in the ��

c continuum feature.

Material

� states=site

(fit)

�=atom

(sim.)
��

c peak
(eV)

a-C 0:7�0:2
�0:1 	 	 	 295:5� 0:2

DLC 0:4�0:2
�0:1 	 	 	 295:6� 0:3

l-C, untamped 2:3�0:1
�0:5 	 	 	 297:6� 0:9

l-C, 2:0 g=cm3 1:5�0:2
�0:3 1:5� 0:1 297:1� 0:7

l-C, 2:6 g=cm3 1:4�0:2
�0:3 1:2� 0:1 299:2� 0:9
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FIG. 3 (color online). Comparison of the spectrum of an un-
tamped a-C foil 5–10 ps after heating to that of a tamped a-C
foil 100 ps after heating. Solid line: absorption spectrum from
heated a-C obtained using the streak camera detector, integrating
in time from 5–10 ps after excitation. Dashed line: tamped a-C
spectrum from Fig. 2(b).
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 bonding in the material. The much broader absorption
near 300 eV is from transitions to �� continuum states, and
so the decrease in absorption here indicates a lower density
of the associated � bonds. The liquid data also show a
blueshift of absorption at these �� resonances, an indica-
tion of bond length shortening that suggests stronger inter-
action between carbon atoms.

To extract a quantitative picture of the bonding changes,
we use a peak fitting analysis similar to that applied to
high-resolution spectra of a-C in [10]. Figures 1 and 2
show the results as curves superimposed on the data. Each
spectrum is modeled as the sum of four components. One
component, representing 
� states, is a variable-width
Gaussian fixed at 285 eV. The continuum step is repre-
sented as an error function step with a width of 3.5 eV fixed
at 289.5 eV. To model the gradual drop in absorption as the
energy increases far above the edge, this continuum step is
multiplied by a linear function of energy set to match the
observed cross section at 350–450 eV, where all the forms
of carbon showed nearly identical absorption. The ��

continuum states are represented as an asymmetric peak
we call ��

c. The line shape of ��
c, derived in [12], is a three-

parameter function of energy that represents the asymmet-
ric absorption cross section expected from a clustered
distribution of � bonds with different lengths. The fourth
and final peak is a Gaussian fixed at 289 eV and with a
4.5 eV FWHM. This peak (called ��

x) is necessary to obtain
acceptable fits of the solid and tamped liquid spectra. The
magnitude of this peak is in fact the main difference be-
tween the 2.0 and 2:6 g=cm3 tamped liquid spectra. The
physical meaning of this feature is unfortunately ambigu-
ous, since the energy position could correspond to non-
continuum �� states or to conjugated 
� states (as seen in
C60 and benzene [13,14]). The fits of solid a-C in [10] also
required a peak at approximately the same energy, and the
authors attributed the feature to �� states on the basis of its
behavior upon annealing of the a-C samples. For this
reason we tentatively assign this peak to �� states.
05740
The magnitude of the 
� absorption indicates the aver-
age number of 
 bonded electrons per atom. Following the
reasoning presented in Ref. [10], we can estimate the rela-
tive number of 
� states in each form of carbon by taking
the area under the 
� peak. To transform these relative
areas into an estimated number of 
� states=atom, we use
the spectrum of C60 from [13] as a reference [15]. Since
C60 is a purely sp2 network of carbon atoms, there is
exactly one 
� state=atom. These states are clearly identi-
fiable in the spectrum. Further, the lack of long-range order
in C60 avoids some problems encountered in this type of
analysis with graphite or diamond [10]. Table I summa-
rizes the results.

The quoted uncertainties in the 
� area are based on the
idea that the primary source of error is the mistaken assign-
ment of oscillator strength near 287–289 eV, the region of
the spectrum where the 
� and �� resonances overlap. The
lower bound of the uncertainty in the 
� area is taken as the
integral of the fitted 
� line shape over energies above
287 eV. Similarly, the upper bound is set to the sum of the
areas under the ��

x and ��
c resonances for energies below

289 eV.
Inspection of the results for the two solids in Table I

shows a higher level of 
� contributions in the a-C than in
the DLC. This seems consistent with earlier estimates of
88%–100% sp2 bonding in evaporated a-C [16,17] and
with the measurements of [10] that estimate 40% of the
atoms in their DLC samples are sp2 bonded and 60% are
sp3 bonded.

For the liquids there is much more 
 bonding evident
from the fits. The low-density untamped liquid shows 2–3
times the number of 
� states than does the a-C solid. The
estimate of 2:3
� states=atom is close to the 2 states=atom
expected for sp bonding. For the tamped liquids, we can
compare to the results of the T � 7000 K tight-binding
simulations of [5]. Values for the 
� states=atom based on
7-3
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this work are listed in Table I. These values are within 20%
of the fit results for the 2.0 and 2:6 g=cm3 liquids. The esti-
mated values of 
� states=atom are consistent with a mix-
ture of sp, sp2, and sp3 bonding at these higher liquid
densities.

In the higher energy region of the spectrum, the energy
of the ��

c continuum resonance gives a measure of the av-
erage bond length. For gas phase and adsorbed molecules,
a linear correlation has been observed between the peak
energy of the ��

c continuum resonance and bond length
[18]. The ��

c peak energy is listed in the rightmost column
of Table I. While both solids have a ��

c peak energy near
295.5 eV, the peak energy for the liquids is shifted to sig-
nificantly higher energies. The empirical correlation be-
tween ��

c peak energy and bond length for small hydrocar-
bon molecules [18] predicts a carbon-carbon bond length
of 1.45 Å for solid a-C. This result agrees well with the
nearest-neighbor distance of 1.445 Å obtained from ex-
tended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) measure-
ments [19]. Relative to the a-C solid, we estimate bond
length changes of �0:04� 0:02 �A for the untamped liq-
uid, �0:03�0:02 �A for the 2:0 g=cm3 liquid, and �0:07�
0:02 �A for the 2:6 g=cm3 liquid. First-principles MD simu-
lations [4] calculate 1.40 Å for the peak of the pair-
correlation function at 2:76 g=cm3 and 6000 K. This theo-
retical value is consistent with our measured contraction of
the bond length for the 2:6 g=cm3 liquid. It should be noted
that our analysis is based on the correlation between ��

c
resonance energy and bond length observed in molecules
rather than in high temperature liquids. A broad distribu-
tion of bond lengths could itself cause a shift in the ��

c peak
energy. A more quantitative determination of bond length
would require an EXAFS measurement on liquid carbon.

This methodology of fitting the pump-probe spectra of
liquid carbon provides an experimental measure of the
bonding properties in the liquid as a function of density.
At low densities, the liquid is predominantly sp bonded. At
the higher densities attained by tamping the heated foils the
fraction of sp bonded atoms is still significant, and the
estimated number of 
� states=atom is close to the results
of published simulations based on a tight-binding interac-
tion model. Analysis of the peak position of the continuum
resonance suggests further that the average bond length of
the liquids is shorter than that of the solids, an observation
consistent with the increase in 
� states. Additional theo-
retical work, in particular, MD simulations combined with
a calculation of the absorption spectrum, could shed more
light on the nature of the liquid at higher densities.
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